
Wireless Vertical Mouse Dareu LM138G 2.4G 800-1600 DPI (blue Ref: 6950589913014
Wireless Vertical Mouse Dareu LM138G 2.4G 800-1600 DPI (blue-yellow)

Dareu LM138G 2.4G 800-1600 DPI Wireless Vertical Mouse (blue and yellow).
The Dareu mouse provides long-lasting comfort thanks to its ergonomic design. The vertical design makes the device pain-free for your
wrist, so you can also use it at work. The 2.4G connection is responsible for stable and fast signal transmission without interference, and
with the speed adjustment you will adjust the mouse's performance to your needs.
 
Wireless connection
Free yourself from cables and rely on wireless solutions. The Dareu mouse connects to your computer using 2.4G. Now you can enjoy a
high-quality  connection  without  interference  up  to  10  meters.  What's  more,  a  USB  adapter  is  included,  and  thanks  to  the  plug&play
system, you don't need to install additional drivers to get the device ready for use.
 
Ergonomic design
The  vertical  design  of  the  mouse  provides  long-lasting  comfort  and  does  not  cause  wrist  pain.  So  you  can  use  it  for  many  hours,  for
example, while working, without feeling tired.
 
Adjustable DPI
The Dareu mouse will work well during work, as well as during gameplay or web browsing. It is equipped with a DPI button and allows
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you to adjust the speed in the range of 800/1200/1600, so you can easily adjust its performance to your expectations.
 
Included
MouseUSB adapterUser manual
 
ManufacturerDareuModelLM138GTypeWireless  vertical  mouseWeight89  ±  5  gDimensions117  x  68  x  76
mmResolution800/1200/1600Speed  max.30  IPSConnection2.4GSignal  range≤10  mPolling  rate  (frequency  of  reports)125  HZOperating
voltage1,5  VOperating  current10  mA  max.ACC10GNumber  of  buttons6Lifetime  of  buttonsUp  to  3  million
clicksMaterialABSColorBlackCompatibilityWindows XP / 7 / 8 / 10Power supplyBattery 1x AA (included)

Price:

Before: € 17.9949

Now: € 15.50

Gaming, Mouses
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